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Mine Act

Contractor - "operator" means any owner, lessee, or other Person who operates, controls, or supervises a coal or other mine or any independent contractor performing services or construction at such mine;
Metal Nonmetal Fatalities
2007

Contractors
10

Mine Employees
21
Metal Nonmetal Fatalities 2007

Activity

- Maintenance, 42%
- Production, 38%
- Other, 20%
Compliance vs. Liability

Who is responsible?

When should mine owners take action?

What should those actions be?
Identify Contractors

Safety Management Process for All Suppliers At Rogers Group Aggregate Facilities and Worksites
Legal Responsibility

Purchase Orders

Contracts
Training

MSHA Part 46/48

Safety Bulletins

Onsite Visits
Contractor Training

Demand Conformance!
Contractor Training

Questions?

Ed Elliott
Rogers Group, Inc
ed.elliott@rogersgroupinc.com